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without form, are of this description. These wonderful

little creatures, though they are every where dispersed,

remain like seeds, without apparent life or motion, perhaps

after animation has been suspended for years, till they come

in contact with some fluid, when they are immediately re

animated, move about in various directions, absorb their

proper nutriment, and exercise their reproductive powers

according to the law of their several natures. Yet these

little animals, though in some respects they exhibit no slight

analogy to vegetables; are not only distinguished from them

by their kritability, but likewise by their organizatiou, and

powers of locomotion and voluntary action. Their mode

of reproduction, however, is not far removed from that of

some vegetables; they are spontaneously divisible, some

longitudinally and others transversely, and these cuttings, if

they may be so called, as in the Hydra or common Polype,
become separate animals. They are also propagated by

germs, and some appear to be viviparous. The species of

Vibrio, found in diseased wheat by M. Bauer, is oviparous,
as is evident from his observations and admirable figures.
Lamarek indeed regards them as having no volition, as

taking their food by absorption like plants; as being with

out any mouth: or internal organ; in a word, as transparent

gelatinous masses, whose motions are determined not by
their will, but by the action of the mecium in which they,
move; that they have neither head, eyes, muscles, vessels,

nerves, nor indeed any particular determinable organ,
whether for respiration, generation, or even digestion. On

account of these supposed negative characters, they were

called by De Blainville, Aga&&ia, or stomachiess, as having
no intestines; but Ehrenberg, who has studied them in

almost every climate, has discovered, by keeping them in

coloured waters, that they are not the simple animals that

Lamarck and others suppose, and that almost all have a
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